sector is analyzed. I conclude with some observations linking EU media policy with the economic condition of its core sector -that is, television. The main relevance of this chapter lies in its basic explanation of key economic trends and policy choices at the national level that reinforce or counter these trends. It contributes specifically to this part on sector-specific legislation as legal initiatives on audiovisual media services (whether related to the update of the TWF Directive, copyright, spectrum policy, film funding, etc.) set out from the specific economic conditions of the sector. A good understanding of the economic situation will thus clarify the policy framework and vice versa.
Commonalities A common legal framework
The organization of television systems remains the responsibility of states, with differing powers for subnational governments in the case of federal states (Länder in Germany, communities in Belgium and Spain, and the constituent countries of the UK). Nonetheless, all national television systems have a common minimum legal framework. In addition to the accession of all European states to the major treaties for the protection of freedom of expression (United Nations Charter, the European Convention on Human Rights) and cultural diversity (UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions), most European states have ratified the Council of Europe Convention on Transfrontier Television, which was adopted in 1989. Moreover, the states of the European Economic Area have transposed into their domestic law the provisions of the TWF Directive (adopted in 1989 and amended in 1997) and recently, with some delay, the provisions of the new AVMS Directive, which was adopted in December 2007 (see Chapter 17). In addition, in the EU and European Free Trade Association countries the application of competition law to broadcasting by the EC has also led -via a commission communication in 2001 (reviewed in 2009) on the application of the rules on state aid to the PBSs -to the laying down of rules with which states must comply in order to ensure that the funding of the public service does not distort competition (see Chapter 23). Similar rules on film funding exist as well.
Finally, various elements of EU policy in the telecommunications field have helped to speed up the development of distribution platforms and the digital switchover. On the one hand, the policy of deregulating telecommunications services has enabled telephone companies to position themselves in the consumer video transmission market in direct competition with cable distributors. On the other hand, the EC set 2012 as the date for switching off analogue terrestrial transmissions, thus helping to encourage the development of digital terrestrial television.
